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On the Origin of Hole Formation in YBCO Films
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We observe a deteriorating quality of c-axis oriented YBaCuO films grown with rf-
magnetron-sputtering in off-axis geometry with prolonged use of a target. Films grown
with a new target have Tc,ind - 90K, while films grown with a target used for more
than 100 hours have Tc,ind » 85K. This effect was also reported by other groups[l,2]
and seems to be typical for planar magnetron sputtering. We observe further a change
in the film morphology from a smooth film surface to a surface with holes. The hole
density and size increases with the time of use of a target. We show that films with holes
contain mainly an excess of Yttrium concentrated in holes as determined with EDAX.
Films with holes show additional XRD peaks which match those of polycrystalline Y2O3.
We therefore assume that the existence of Y2O3 itself is at the origin of hole formation. Its
observed tendency of wetting allows Y2O3 to cover film areas with a comparably small
amount of material. What creates a hole, is that YBCO prefers not to grow on Y2O3.
The reduced inductive transition downset in films with deep holes may be explained by
a cationic disorder[3] in parts of the YBCO-phase due to an incomplete phase separation
between the YlBa2Cu3-phase and Y2O3. It is under current investigation if the change
to an Yttrium rich film composition is caused by an Yttrium rich material flux due to
compositional changes of the target, or if it is caused by effects on the film surface, e.g.
preferential resputtering induced by geometric changes of the target surface.
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